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RECLAIM® ACOUSTIC WORK POD 
Surveys suggest most employees are ready to return to the office 
at least a few days each week. And when they arrive, they expect 
comfortable, private, distraction-free workspaces they can call 
their own.

But how can budget-conscious employers provide inviting 
environments that are both cost-effective and easy to install?

That’s where Luxor's RECLAIM® Acoustic Work Pods enter the scene. 

Using the same proven materials as our top-selling RECLAIM line 
of sound dampening room and desk dividers, these freestanding 
office pods mitigate noise and visual distractions to create 
appealing spaces for “heads down” task-focused work.

Constructed from post-consumer recycled PET materials, 
RECLAIM eco-friendly office partitions are lightweight, simple to 
assemble, and low-cost, making them the perfect office booth 
and privacy desk for today’s hybrid work environments. And best 
of all, they’re available in 3-panel, 4-panel, and 5-panel kits that 
include the necessary connection brackets to create clusters of 
cubicle pods.

Additional features include a height-adjustable desktop and 
optional casters for effortless mobility.

Features:
• Rated to absorb 85% of ambient noise (NRC 0.85) 

• Made from recycled, eco-friendly materials
  o  Fabric: 100% PET
  o  Core Material: 60% PET

• Included hardware allows for easy connection to additional   
 work pods

• Tackable fabric material ideal for posting documents and photos

• RECLAIM dividers can be cleaned with up to 75% isopropyl alcohol

• Easy assembly

• 5-year limited warranty

ACOUSTIC SOLUTIONS

• Overall dimensions, 3-panel kit (RCLMWP3): 73" W x 32" D  x 54.5" H

• Overall dimensions, 4-panel kit (RCLMWP4): 73" W x 62.75" D x 54.5" H

• Overall dimensions, 5-panel kit (RCLMWP5): 73" W x 64" D x 54.5" H

• Panel dimensions: 35.5" W x 1.25" D x 52” H

• Desktop dimensions: 61.5" W x 23.75" D x 0.75" H

• Desktop left side extension: 9" W x 4.75" D x 0.75" H

• Desktop height adjustment: 29", 35.5", 42" (from the floor)

• Desktop weight capacity: 110 lbs. (evenly distributed)

• Optional casters: 2", full swivel, each with a locking brake

Specifications:



RCLMWP
This versatile workstation will be a welcome addition to any shared work environment, including open offices,  
home offices, classrooms, libraries, and more. It offers sturdy construction, effortless assembly, optional mobility,  
and provides a cost-effective alternative to traditional cubicles.
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Lightweight and 
easy to assemble

Panels have a 
noise reduction 

rating (NRC) 
of 0.85

5-year
 limited warranty

Optional lockable 
casters for mobility

Includes sturdy, leveling 
furniture feet

Eco-friendly, 
recycled PET 

panel core and 
outer fabric

3-position height-adjustable desktop  
(29.5”, 35.7”, and 42” from floor)

Includes brackets for 
connection to additional pods

Panels are tackable for the 
posting of photos and documents

RCLMWP5RCLMWP4

Available in  
3, 4, and 5-panel  
configurations

RCLMWP3


